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Abstract
A Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) is characterized by the 
lack of any infrastructure, absence of any kind of centralized 
administration, frequent mobility of nodes, network partitioning, 
and wireless connections. These properties make traditional 
wireless security solutions not straightforwardly applicable in 
MANETs. Admission control is an essential and fundamental 
security service in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs). Most 
previously proposed admission control protocols are prohibitively 
expensive and require a lot of interaction among MANET nodes in 
order to securely reach limited consensus regarding admission and 
cope with potentially powerful adversaries. While the expense may 
be justified for long-lived group settings, short-lived MANETs can 
benefit from much less expensive techniques without sacrificing 
any security. In this paper, we consider short-lived MANETs and 
present a secure, efficient and a fully non interactive admission 
control protocol for such networks. More specifically, our work 
is focused on novel applications of non-interactive secret sharing 
techniques based on bi-variate polynomials, but, unlike other 
results, the associated costs are very low.
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I. Introduction
The emerging mobile Ad-Hoc networking technology seeks 
to provide users “anytime” and “anywhere” services in a 
potentially  large infrastructure less wireless network, based on 
the collaboration among individual network nodes. The growing 
civilian and military interest in these networks has made the access 
control service increasingly important.
The absence of any fixed infrastructure and centralized authorities 
makes public key management for MANETs a very difficult 
task from both an algorithmic and computational point of view. 
However, lack of infrastructure and lack of centralized control 
make MANETs inherently insecure, and therefore specialized 
security services are needed for their deployment. Admission 
Control (or secure node admission) is a fundamental security 
service in
MANETs; it is required to ascertain membership eligibility and to 
bootstrap other important security services, such as secure routing 
(e.g., [12-13]) and secure group communication.
Two features of MANETs make decentralized node admission a 
very challenging problem. First, MANET devices often have very 
weak computational facilities and battery power. Second, MANET 
nodes usually function in an asynchronous (on/off) manner, often 
becoming temporarily unavailable.Therefore, an ideal admission 
control protocol must be efficient in terms of both computation 
and communication.It must also involve minimal (ideally, none 
at all) interaction among the nodes of the network.
A number of admission control techniques have been proposed in 
recent years [8]. Most are based on (t; n) threshold cryptography 

and allow any set of t-out-of-n nodes (called sponsors) to admit 
a new node by issuing to it:

A share of a group secret (to be used in future admissions), • 
and
A membership certificate (used for secure communication)• 

Unfortunately, all previous schemes are far from ideal. They are 
heavily interactive among the sponsors as far as either (1) or 
(2). Furthermore, they are very computationally expensive in 
performing (2). This severely limits their practicality.
In this paper, we distinguish between long-lived and short-lived 
MANETs. Long-lived MANETs are formed for the long haul and 
require strong robustness/resilience. They need to be protected 
against powerful mobile adversaries through periodic updates of 
the secret shares possessed by the nodes [9]. Short-lived MANETs, 
on the other hand, are ephemeral and need to be resilient against 
weaker static adversaries.
A MANET formed for the duration of a conference program 
committee meeting (typically, one day) is one example of a 
short-lived MANET. Another example is a temporary MANET 
formed by a group of soldiers on a battle field as they stay in close 
proximity to each other. A squadron of military aircraft flying 
in formation also represents a short-lived MANET. Whereas, 
a MANET formed by a group of college students taking part 
in a semester-long project course is an example of a long-lived 
MANET. Another example of a long-lived MANET is a flotilla 
of merchant vessels or military ships sailing together, say, across 
the Pacific Ocean.

II. Existing System
Node admission in MANETs cannot be performed centrally. 
Since, requiring constant presence (availability) of a Central fixed 
entity which is charged with admission control is not realistic for 
many types of MANETs. First, such an entity is a single point of 
failure. Second, it represents an attractive and high-payoff target 
for attacks. Third, topology changes due to mobility and node 
outages may cause the central entity to be unreachable and thus 
unable to perform its duties in the parts of a MANET not connected 
to it. This motivates us to investigate admission control techniques 
that function in a distributed or decentralized manner. Since our 
emphasis is on security, the natural technology to consider is 
threshold cryptography.

III. Related Works
Kong, et al. considered the same problem in series of papers 
[7] and proposed a set of protocols for providing ubiquitous and 
robust admission control for MANETs. They adapted the model 
of Zhou and Haas so that any node can participate in admission 
control decisions, thus maintaining the true .peer. nature of a 
MANET and providing increased availability. The security of 
their admission mechanism relies upon a specific variant of the 
proactive threshold RSA signature scheme. Unfortunately, this 
scheme is neither robust [25] (i.e., it cannot tolerate malicious 
nodes) nor secure [5]. this scheme is neither robust [2] (i.e., it 
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cannot tolerate malicious nodes) nor secure [15].
Recently, Narasimha, et al. [6] and Saxena, et al. [3] proposed 
similar admission control protocols based on threshold DSA [9] 
and threshold BLS [4] signatures, respectively. While provably 
secure, both solutions are quite inefficient.
As pointed out in the previous section, all of the above techniques 
are proposed for long-lived MANETs. They require admitting 
nodes to interact in order to issue a new node its secret share 
and/or a membership certificate. Both heavy interaction and 
costly cryptographic computation make these techniques overly 
expensive for most MANET applications.
The admission control technique developed in this paper is designed 
for short-lived MANETs and is completely non-interactive. It uses 
secret sharing based on so-called bi-variate polynomials which 
have been employed for related purposes in the literature [2]. In 
particular, [9] presents a key pre-distribution scheme for sensor 
networks using bi-variate polynomials [3] in the presence of a 
centralized authority. The protocol we propose is fully distributed 
and allows nodes in a MANET to readily and efficiently share 
pairwise secret keys without any centralized support.

IV. Admission Control Protocol
We claimed earlier (in Section 1) that admission control for short-
lived MANETs can be realized by only issuing node-specific secret 
shares. Whereas, for long-lived MANETs, it is also necessary to 
issue individual node membership certificates. We now discuss 
the reasoning behind this claim.
In both long-lived and short-lived MANETs, threshold secret 
sharing is employed to share the group secret using a polynomial 
of degree (t - 1), and every node receives a share (called a secret 
share) of the group secret.
In long-lived MANETs, nodes need to proactively update their 
secret shares to defend against mobile adversaries. This involves 
updating all coefficients of the secret sharing polynomial, except the 
constant term (which is the actual group secret), and broadcasting 
a commitment to the polynomial2. However, due to the dynamic 
and asynchronous nature of the MANETs, it is not always possible 
for each node to receive updated commitment values. Therefore, 
the only way to bind the commitment to a node’s secret share 
with the group secret (commitment to which remains constant 
throughout the lifetime and becomes part of the group public key) 
is by issuing membership certificates to the nodes signed using the 
group secret. These certificates are then used for authentication 
and pair wise key establishment purposes.
In short-lived MANETs, since there is no need for proactive 
updates, the polynomial used for sharing the group secret 
remains constant throughout the lifetime of the MANET and the 
commitment to this polynomial becomes a part of the group public 
key. The commitment to each node’s secret share is derivable from 
(and thus automatically bound to) the group public key. Therefore, 
node-specific membership certificates are not needed in short-lived 
MANETs. The nodes can use their secret shares (and/or the group 
public key) for the purpose of secure communication with each 
other. We define an admission control mechanism for shortlived 
MANETs as a set of three components:

A. Initialization
The group is initialized by either a trusted dealer or a set of founding 
members. The dealer or founding members initialize the group 
by choosing a group secret key, and computing and publishing 
the corresponding public parameters in the group certificate [16]. 
The group secret is shared among the founding member(s) in such 

a way that any set of t members can reconstruct it. The share of 
the group secret possessed by each member is referred to as its 
secret share.

B. Admission
A prospective member Mnew who wishes to join the group must 
be issued its secret share by current member nodes. Mnew initiates 
the admission protocol by sending a JOIN REQ message to the 
network. A member node, that receives this JOIN REQ message 
and approves the admission of Mnew, replies, over a secure channel, 
with a partial secret share (derived from its secret share) for Mnew. 
Once Mnew receives partial secret shares from at least t different 
nodes, it uses them to compute its secret share.
During the above process, a malicious node can easily preclude 
a prospective node from being admitted by inserting incorrect 
partial secret shares, i.e., a denialof- service (DoS) attack. To 
prevent this, a prospective node must be able to verify the validity 
of its reconstructed secret share before using them. This feature 
is called verifiability in the rest of the paper. Also, when the node 
detects that its secret share is invalid, it must be able to trace 
the bogus shares and the malicious node(s) in the MANET. This 
functionality is provided by the so-called traceability feature. 
Note that verifiability is always required, whereas, traceability 
is only necessary when a node detects (via verifiability) that its 
reconstructed secrets are not valid.

C. Pairwise Key Establishment
Each Node can use its secret share and/or the public parameters 
to compute pairwise keys with any other node. This allows nodes 
to securely communicate with each other.

1. BiAC: Non-interactive Admission Control:
We now describe a new admission technique for short lived 
MANETs. It is based on secret sharing using bivariate polynomials 
and is fully non-interactive. We call the protocol BiVariate 
Admission Control (BiAC).

V. Overview
As shown in fig. 1(b), we avoid interaction among sponsoring nodes 
by using a bi-variate polynomial f(x; y). Bi-variate polynomials 
have been previously used for related purposes [2-3].
To distribute shares among n nodes, a trusted dealer chooses a 
large prime q, and selects a random symmetric
bi-variate polynomial 

 (mod q) such that f(0; 0) = S, where the constants fαᵦ- s are the 
coefficients of the polynomial and S is the group secret. Since 
the polynomial is symmetric, fαᵦ = fᵦα for each  α,β and f(x; y) 
= f(y; x). For each node Mi, the dealer computes a uni-variate 
polynomial, called a sharepolynomial, bi(x) of degree (t - 1) such 
that bi(x) = f(x; idi) (mod q), and securely transfers bi(x) to each 
node Mi. Note that, after initializing at least t nodes, the dealer 
is no longer needed.
In order to admit a new nodeMnew, the current member nodes must 
issue it a share-polynomial bnew(x) in a distributed manner. This can 
be achieved if at least t member nodes provideMnew with partial 
shares bj(idnew) such that bj(idnew) = f(idnew; idj) for some j ϵ [1; n]. 
Mnew can then use the standard Gaussian elimination procedure 
[9] to compute f(idnew; x), which is the same as f(x; idnew) (since 
the polynomial f(x; y) is symmetric) and thus obtain its share-
polynomial bnew(x) = f(x; idnew) from t partial shares bj(idnew). 
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Unlike protocols based on sharing of uni-variate polynomials, 
this scheme does not require any interaction among the admitting 
member nodes.

A. Initialization
In BiAC, the MANET can be initialized by one node (centralized 
initialization) or a set of nodes (distributed initialization).

1. Centralized Initialization
The trusted dealer TD computes a two-dimensional sharing of the 
secret by choosing a random bi-variate polynomial:

such that f(0; 0) = S. TD computes Wα,β , called a witnesses, such 
that Wα,β  = g fαᵦ (mod p) for all α,β  ϵ [0; t - 1], and publishes 
these W α,β  -s as part of the group certificate. Once TD computes 
the witness matrix, it sends each node Mi (i 2 [1; n]) a distinct 
share-polynomial:
bi(x) = f(x; idi). TD’s presence is needed only during this 
initialization phase in order to bootstrap the system.

2. Distributed Initialization
Alternatively, the network can be initialized by a set of t or 
more founding nodes. These nodes agree on a random bi-variate 
polynomial f(x; y) using so-called Joint Secret Sharing (JSS) 
technique [10].

B. Admission Process
In order to join the network, a Mnew must collect at least t partial 
shares of the polynomial from t current nodes. Fig. 3 shows the 
protocol message flow for the node admission process4.

Table 1: Notation

Fig. 1: BiAC Admission Protocol

The protocol involves following steps (the notation used in this 
section is summarized in Table 1):

M1. new broadcasts a signed JOIN REQ message which contains 
its identity idnew and its temporary public key PKnew. The 
details about how idnew is generated and verified are discussed 
in Section VII.
After verifying the signature on the JOIN REQ message, 2. 
each receiving node (Mi) willing to admit Mnew, computes a 
partial share bi(idnew) using its own share-polynomial such 
that bi(idnew) = f(idnew; idi). Each sponsor Mi then replies to 
Mnew with a SHARE REP message. Each message is signed 
by the sender and contains encrypted bi(idnew) along with the 
respective values of idi and PKi. 

Fig. 2: Comparison of BiAC

C. Pairwise Key Establishment
Once every node has its share-polynomial, pairwise key 
establishment is the same as in [3] and [19]. Any pair of nodes 
Mi and Mj can establish shared keys as follows: Mi uses its share-
polynomial f(x; idi) to compute

andMj its share-polynomial f(x; idj ) to compute

Since f(x; y) is a symmetric polynomial,Kij = Kji. Thus, Mi 
and Mj now have a shared key that can be used for secure 
communication.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we considered two classes of MANETs: short-lived 
and long-lived, and showed that more efficient admission control 
protocols can be constructed for the former. We presented BiAC, 
an efficient and fully non interactive admission control scheme 
based on bi-variate polynomial secret sharing.
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